Additional publications

Authored books


Edited/co-edited volumes


**Articles (relating to New Testament) in journals, reference works, and books**

(sole author unless otherwise indicated)


- “How Do We Recognize ‘Ancient Jewish Monotheism’ in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods?” *Journal of Ancient Judaism*, accepted and forthcoming.


- “Resurrection-Faith and the ‘Historical’ Jesus,” *Journal for the Study of the Historical Jesus*, forthcoming


• Jesusverehrung und die Frömmigkeit des Judentums zur Zeit des zweiten Tempels, *Evangelische Theologie* 68(2008), 266-85. ISSN 0014-3502.


• Martin Hengel’s Impact on English-Speaking Scholarship, *Expository Times* 120 (2008), 70-76.


• "The Bible and Same-sex Erotic Relations," Canadian Evangelical Review #12(Spring 1996), pp. 1-7 (4,400 words).


Selected other publications


• The Winnipeg Union List of Periodicals in Religion. Department of Religion, University of Manitoba. 1st edition, 1979. 7th edition, 1991. 98 pp. This list locates all periodical holdings in Religion in Manitoba post-secondary institutions, and was designed primarily to facilitate local scholars and graduate students wishing to do advanced research work in Religion. I designed the project, supervised two graduate students in preparing the list, and have edited the published list since its inception.

• *Introduction to the Bible* (a correspondence credit course manual written for the Correspondence Program of the University of Manitoba, 1988, 195 pp.).